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SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS
staefa integral
Staefa
Control
System
Staefa Control System
Staefa product range information
Modular:- kilmo and kilmo RS controllers ~nalogue and Digital control systems (DDC)
for temperature, humidity, pressure and velocity co~trolloops associated with HVAC plant,
incorporating optimum start, enthalphy, compensation curves, summer/winter resets and
interlocking control functions.
Analogue and Intelligent Secondary unit controls:- pronto and pronto IRC
for terminal units of all types eg, VAV outlets, fan coil units, zone reheaters or recoolers and
radiators.
Building management systems:- AS1000, MS2000 and MS3000
from small to large multi-disipline systems incorporating fire and security.
Small to large buildings or building complexes.
Peripheral Devices
Valves for LPHW, MPHW, HPHW, steam, refrigerants and brines.
Damper drives for dirct connection to shaft or via linkage. Sensors for room, duct and immersion,
measurment of HVAC parameters including occupancy and air quality. .
Design, build, service and Commission of control systems and control panels for HVAC and
energy conservation.
25 COOKSTOWN ENTERPRISE PARK, DUBLIN 24.
PHONE: 515233/515380/515441. FAX: 515525
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READERSHIP DATA
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of the heating,
ventilating. air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
. onmental industries. It is the only
'cation catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers; The
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers; The Institute of Domestic Heating
Engineers; The Energy Managers'
Association; The Institute of Plumbing; The
Energy Conservation &District Heating
Association; The Mechanical Engineering &
Building Services Contracting Association;
The Irish Builders' Providers Association; The
Association of Consulting Engineers of
Ireland; Irish Home Builders Association;
Maintenance Managers' Association.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry,
Government. Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is
virtually saturation coverage of all those with
an interest and/or involvement in the
industry.
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BSN takes a
detailed look at the
newly opened
Square in Tallaght
Co Dublin.
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CIBSENEWS
Right: At the
presentation to
student award
winners we pictured
Michael Buckley,
Walker Air; Ronan
Mitten (1st
Diploma); David
Carr (lst
Certificate); Seamus
Casey (lst Degree)
and Derek
Gillingham, CIBSE
President. More
photographs on
page 23.
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PLUMBLINES
SEASONS GREETINGS
We would like to take this
opportunity to wish all our
readers and advertisers a
very Happy Christmas and a
very prosperous New Year.
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NORTH/SOUTH SUB-CONTRACT BASE
IRISH GOODS COUNCIL
SERVING I~.r n ( IN
THE IRISH f'l'\ VE:T
Pictured at the launch of thefirst integrated North/South Sub-Contract
Database, now held at the Irish Goods CounciL were Ministerfor Trade
& Marketing, Terry Leyden, TD with Pat Ryan, President, Irish Institute
ofPurchasing and Matriols Management. and John Corrigan, Chief
Executive, Irish Goods CounciL
2 BSNews, November/December 1990
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The Real Thing
at Rio Real!
Gerry Phelan and his guests -
Teddy Bourke and Eamonn
O'Brien - sampled the delights of
playing golf at the prestigious 5-
star Los Monteros/Rio Real
golfmg complex on Spain's Costa
del Sol last month.
The occasion was the ftnal of the
Toshiba annual golf tournament
which was the culmination of the
qualifying events played over ftve
regions - Lindrick, Copt Heath,
Old Thorns, Gleddock in the UK
and Royal Dublin here in Ireland.
Teddy Bourke and Eamonn
O'Brien were the top performers
in Royal Dublin
the firefront's three heat settings,
the backboiler controls being
discreetly hidden behind a
removable cover at the bottom of
the fire. It is available with a
choice of two outputs - 44,000
Btu/hr and 52,000 Btu/hr.
As for the heating capacity of the
flame pattern, it has been
designed to complement the
central heating. At maximum
setting with full flame-effect. the
supplementary heat output to the
room is I.4kW. Even when it's
turned down to a minimum, the
glowing coals give a warming
effect.
The Fireblaze is also a vast
improvement from an installer's
point of view. It ftts any standard
16"/ IS" fireplace with the back,A
boiler connections mounted at..
side while the frrefront is a one-
piece ceramic ftbre upper coal bed
which slots qUickly into place.
The only drawback, according to
John Duignan, is the anticipated
shortage of supply. Because of
the orders placed even prior to the
commencement of production at
Glow-worm, distributors -
including C&F for Ireland -have
been given a limited allocation.
Judging by the response of those
present at the presentation
ceremony in the Gresham, it's
possible that orders have already
exceeded availability.
While the revolutionary Glow-
worm Fireblaze was the
undoubted star attraction at the
C&F hosted reception in the
Gresham Hotel, Dublin on 20
November last, equally amazing
was the attendance at the
reception.
Upwards of 200 people -
representing contractors and
merchants - turned out to view
an ultra-professional presentation
which was clear, concise and very
much to the point.
Consequently, it was entertaining
as well as being highly-
informative and, all the better for
its brevity. All credit to John
DUignan and Michael Melligan for
the skill with which they stage-
managed such a large body of
people and to John Grear and
Roger Wilson of Glow-worm for
their precise and efficient
presentation.
There were three product
presentations in all- the
relatively new KFB; the hot water
express units and the Fireblaze.
The latter was undoubtedly the
star attraction, its launch being
made all the more effective by
virtue of the working
demonstration model dramatically
unveiled towards the end of the
proceedings.
The ftrst and most obvious
difference with the Fireblaze when
compared with other units is the
firefront. It is an inset frrefront.
without any glass in front. It is
also very slim with a protrusion of
7.5 inches. This compares with
the average BTU fuel effect
ftrefront which can be anything
from 12" to 14".
It also retains the traditional style
associated with Glow-worm. being
made from solid cast iron with a
subtle brass trim.
It has one-control operation for
comprehensive consultancy
service ranging from system
design, project management. full
co-ordination and cost control.
C & F Draws
Them Like a
Magnet!
project management throughout
Ireland and the OK. Fergus
Dunphy, an associate of the
company has been appointed
manager of the office in Dublin.
Fergus is a mechanical engineer
with broad consulting and
contracting experience in Ireland,
OK and internationally.
Roberts and Partners has
expanded its area of activity from
its original retail base to cover the
complete spectrum of the
construction industry. Projects
currently being undertaken range
from office, retail and leisure
through to the industrial, health
and public sectors.
Involvement in major fast-track
projects has provided invaluable
experience of the latest innovative
construction methods, including
design and construction
management. The practice is
currently undertaking the
tailoring of procedures and
documentation to achieve
certification under BS5750
Quality Assurance.
The practice is currently working
with some of the leading Dublin
architects and offers a
Roberts &
Partners Open
Dublin Office
Roberts and Partners Ireland Ltd,
building services consulting
engineers, have opened a new
Dublin office at 6 Windsor Place,
Pembroke Street. Dublin 2.
The original office of Roberts and
Partners was located in
Basingstoke, approximately 40
miles west of London. To
accommodate expansion and to
provide a national service
network, further design offices
have been opened in Oxford (Head
Office). Manchester, and now in
Dublin. Each of the main UK
offices has a complement of
approximately 50 staff under the
direction of a resident main Board
Director. Satellite offices operate
in Glasgow and Cardiff with the
first European office to open
shortly in Spain.
The Director of the Dublin office
is Noel O'Keeffe, an engineer with
broad experience in design
consultancy, consulting and
h
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fmal draft of European Standards
governing polyurethane foam
insulation products was agreed.
"CEN", the European Committee,
consists of Technical
Representatives from Test
Institutes in Europe, all the major
chemical producers and the
polyurethane Insulation
Manufacturers. As Ireland's
representatives on this CEN
Committee, Shelter-Plaschem Ltd
have been involved with the
development of this new
European Standard in the run up
to the single European Market.
"I am particularly pleased that
substantial progress was achieved
here in Ireland. The agreement
should be ratified and conflfmed
early next year," says Thomas
McCabe, Product Development
Manager, Shelter-Plaschem Ltd.
"It goes to show that lIish
companies can play a significant
role and indeed can have a major
influence on the shape of the
European Market Place in the
post 1992 era:
BEL Comes Of
Age
Busy times indeed for Burlington
Engineenng Ltd. Known
throughout the country for be
at the forefront of building
services maintenance contracting,
they have recently become
involved in several prestigious
installation contracts.
When the present government
made the decision to televise the
proceedings in both Dail Eirearm
and An Seanad, it meant a new
studio control complex would
have to be built. Kildare House
was chosen as the site and BEL
won the contract to fully air-
condition the vaIious control and
eqUipment rooms, staff offices
and television studio. Pendleton
Associates, the consulting
engineers for the job, specified a
total of nine a/c plants ranging
from 4kW to 28kW in size.
Tyndall Hogan Hurley's Michael
Collins and BIian Murphy had a
tight architectural specification
although controls had been fitted
for each floor area to regulate the
winter heating system and the
summer ventilation system. Solar
gain was present on the east and
west sides of the building.
Because of the type of building
construction and layout of
individual floors, the building did
not lend itself to the installation of
a conventional central plant air
conditioning system.
Although the main problem was
overheating, HAO'Neil
recommended the installation of
heat pump units rather than
cooling only units, as this would
allow them to be used on those
days when heating was required
in certain areas, without starting
up the central heating system.
Local control of each unit would
maximise the full benefit of each
individual unit, there would be
economy of running, and units in
areas not at full occupancy could
either be turned off or reduced to
low output.
With these recommendations
accepted, HA O'Neil procured 14
Toshiba cassette-type heat pump
units from GT Phelan Ltd. The
subsequent installation as
submitted for the "Installer of the
Year Competition", won a
runners-up pIize.
Shelter-Plaschem, the Monaghan-
based company, recently hosted a
meeting in Dublin at which the
EC Insulation
Standards
recognition to the best
installations in the belief that
these examples will encourage
others to take installation
standards more seIiously.
HAO'Neil's award was accepted
on behalf of the company by
Paddy Horgan on the Toshiba
stand at the recent London H&V
Show. The judging panel's cIiteIia
covered conception to matuIity
and included presentation of
design and quotation to client,
execution of the job, a clean and
tidy appearance of the
installation, documentation, after
sales support, flow chart of
service tips to the customer, etc.
The entry HAO'Neil submitted
for the competition covered the
comfort conditioning they
installed in a 1960's style office
block at Menion Row, Dublin.
The building was affected by a
seIious over-heating problem in
both summer and winter,
Pictured above are the participants who competed in the Toshiba Air
Conditioning golf tournamentfinals at the luxurious Los Monteros / Rio
Real complex on Spain's Costa del Sol last month. Among them are Gerry
Phelan, Teddy Bourke and Eamonn O'Brien.
where they competed with their
senior counterparts from other
leading consultancy and
contracting practices.
On the basis of their performance
on the day in question, they were
then invited to participate in the
overall fmals in Spain last month.
The main competition compIised
a scratch 36-hole stableford
tournament though an informal
9-hole warm-up event was held to
help participants familiaIise
themselves with the golfing
complexities of the magnificent
Rio Real course.
The lIish representatives failed -
despite some good performances
- to figure among the main pIize-
winners but nothing could have
hampered their enjoyment at
staying in, and playing on, the 5-
star luxury afforded by the Los
Monteros/Rio Real complex.
Toshiba
Installer of the
Year
HAO'Neil was among the
runners-up in the recently-held
Toshiba "Installer of the Year
Competition".
The aim of the competition, which
produced a wide range of entries
coveIing many different types of
split-system air conditioning Paddy Horgan, HA O'Neil, receiving the runners-up pIize in the Toshiba
applications, from throughout the "Installer ojthe Year Competition"from Ted Berry, General Manager. Air
BIitish Isles, was to give Conditioning Division, Toshiba UK.
4 BSNews, November/December 1990 6
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for the complex and in the three
main control rooms, the a/c plant
was required to be both silent and
unseen.
To achieve this criteria, ceiling-
mounted Hitachi heat-pumps
were chosen as the ideal units for
the rooms. The indoor units were
mounted in position on the ceiling
slabs and attenuators fitted on
both supply and return sides of
the units. To further reduce any
noise transmission, anti-vibration
mountings were fitted. The
builder then raised the false
ceilings and all that was visible
were the four-way diffusers that
were connected to the attenuators
by flexible ductwork.
staff areas, the brief was to
vide each office with its own
self-contained and self-controlled
environment, leaving staff to
dictate the temperate conditions.
The choice was to use indirect
floor mounted heat pumps, so
whether it is deepest winter or
hottest summer, the required
Photo shows the Dail control room
heating or cooling would be
available to the individual areas.
The job was completed on
schedule but air-conditioning tv
studios wasn't the only thing
Burlington were up to. At the
same time they were installing a
new building management system
(BMS) in the Revenue
Commissioners offices in Grand
Canal Street. The building's
existing controls had become
obsolete and the contract was to
install a BMS to bring the
building's controls into line with
the most modern available.
Against stiff opposition, this
mech/eIec contract was won. It
confirmed BEL's growing stature
as a BMS contractor involved in
all stages from design to
installation to commissioning and
hand-over.
Latest award is as mechanical
contractor for the Hibernian
Insurance development project in
Haddington Road.
When viewed together, it's now
apparent that what was initially
purely the maintenance company
of the Lynskey Group, has now
come of age as a major contractor
in the mech/elec side of the
building services industry.
New Name for
Water ...
... the exhibition that is, not the
stuff you drink. The National
Water Exhibition is to be renamed
the International Water and
Effluent Treatment Exhibition
(IWEX). Announcing this change,
Turret's Exhibition Director, Tom
Tebbatt, explains. "The exhibition
covers virtually every aspect of the
water business from extraction to
waste water treatment, and the
new name more accurately
reflects the scope of exhibits.
TSURMI SUBMERSIBLE AERATOR
• Higher oxygen dissolution efficiency
• Most powerful stirring and mixing ability for
convectional circulation.
• Outlasting durable machine with a compact shape.
Bornemann I tn i
~~
.--==..-
~ Consolidated Pumps Limited
Knockmeenagh Road, Newlands Cross, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. Tel:(Ol) 593471/591092. Fax (01) 591093
BORNEMANN ECCENTRIC HELICAL ROTOR PUMPS
-handle every kind of liquid. Their field is extensive and the type and consistency of
the media does not maUer. They handle abrasive, neutral or aggressive liquids, the
viscosity and consistency of which may be just nuid. Media with fibrous content or
containing very high proportions of solids, as well as gaseous, aerated and foaming
compounds are also pumped safely.
screen.
• Durability is three times that of chain type.
• Direct and simple installation into a U-shape water way.
• Easy Maintenanee and low running cost
• Powered by drip proof geared motor.
TSURMI SCREEN IN STAINLESS STEEL
The KMA is a come screen and is applicable to the treatment
of bigger now capacity. Excellent durability by due to dry chain
mechanism. This screen is suitable for pre-treatment for fine
BSNews, November/December 1990 5
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Hiross
International
Conference
Hiross held their 1990 Close
Control Airconditioning
Conference in Baden in Austria
near to their Austrian
manufacturing facility. On this
occasion, Hiross took the
advantage of familiarising their
agents - including D C Compute
Air - and sales staff with new
offices located in Prague in
Czechoslovakia and Singapore.
New products which were
displayed were a direct expansion
unit called a Spot 60 which only
takes up to one floor We within
the computer room. Other units
displayed were the new high
frame and an enlarged range 0
superchillers, now ranging up
some 368kW. Irish distributors
D C Compute Air Ltd have found
these superchillers particularly
successful in Ireland due to the
cold weather climate.
Also launched was a specifically-
designed unit for PTI switching
equipment for new digital
telephone exchange, full and
partial free cooling at
temperatures below 22 degrees C
and developed in conjunction with
the German PTI.
Some current projects which were
discussed dUring the conference
was a flexible space system for
Digital Computers in France,
flexible space systems for
Millbank No 4 in London and
large computer installations in
Sydney, Vienna and Zurich.
There was a new control system
of the class - Tony Kane in First
Year and Brian McGrade in
Project Year - each received a
beautiful Waterford Crystal clock.
The evening proved very
successful with a large turnout
enjoying the fare provided by
Heatequip Ltd who sponsored the
evening.
Among those in attendance were
the IDHE Executive Committee
and Colm McCabe of Bord Gais
who made the formal
presentations.
RENDAMAX FROM EURO GAS
IDHE Certificate and Diploma recipients, including Anne Mullin and
"firsts" Tony Kane and Brian McGrade.
Pictured above is a typical Rendamax atmospheric gas boiler. The unit
was supplied by exclusive Rendamax distributors Euro Gas Ud whose
growing reputation is based on excellent after-sales support systems,
coupled with solid technical know-how and competitive pricing. Another
strength is that the company carries an extensive ex-stock range oJ
industrial and commercial gas boilersJor operation on natural gas or
IPa.
IDHE
Cert/Diploma
Presentations
The plans for IWEX '91 are
already well advanced, and before
the close of the National Water
Exhibition '90, over 600k of the
expanded IWEX '91 had been
reserved. IWEX '91 will again be
held, like the 1989 and 1990
water shows, at the NEC,
Binningham. Dates for the show
are 17-19 September 1991.
At a presentation ceremony held
at the Engineers' Club, Clyde
Road, Dublin 4 recently, IDHE
First Year and Project Year
students were presented with
certificates and diplomas marking Tony Kane and Brian McGrade with (seated) Jimmy Farrell and Joe
their examination success. Noone, IDHE Chairman and (standing.jrom left) Michael Melligan,
Additionally, those who came top Charlie Billings, Calm McCabe and Paul Fox.
6 BSNews, November/December 1990
Roof Top
Packages
D C Compute Air Ltd who have
supplied a number of H C F
Industries roof top packages have
recently installed (in conjunction
with Ashbrook Engineering Ltd of
Stepaside) a 50-tonne reverse
cycle package at O'Owyers Public
House in Mount Street. This unit
is reverse cycle with an economy
section and is computer
controlled. It has its own visual
display unit within the machine
which allows some 256 functions
to be selected.
This unit can either be controlled
locally from the machine itself
through a keyboard or a pc within
the licenced premises itself, or in
this case, via a remote control
modium back to the factory. This
control system, called climatic, is
also used on this company's
chillers, both water cooled and air
cooled and on their new screw
chiller which uses a Japanese
screw compressor.
The advantages are quite
significant. The 1600kW screw
chiller, which was displayed
recently at the IHVE show in
London, showed the quality of the
product being offered and the
versatility of the control system.
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• Fans
• Electric Motors
• Speed-
controllers
• Heat-
Exchangers
• Air Dampers
• Air Heating
• Air Handling
• Ventilation
• Heat Recovery
• Air Curtains
UNITS
COMPONENTS
Ask for our
complete
documentation!
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AIR HANDLING
VENTILATION
Industrial Estate Strawhall Carlow
Tel.: 0503-43206 Fax: 0503-42174
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The party stayed at the MaIine
Hotel. North Berwick and took
part in a number of other social
events besides the golf. including
a ·shopping contest" for the
ladies and two traditional
Scottish banquets.
The trip was organised
specifically to tie in with the
Dunhill event and those who
travelled were fortunate to
witness yet another famous Irish
golfmg victory.
But they themselves also played
their own tournament. a 36-hole
event over two courses - East
Berwick and Gullane. Laurence
Thompson ofThompson Air
Systems proved a very worthy
winner.
Michael Sheehan and Aidan Mc Donnell. both oJMitsubishi Electric,
presenting Laurence Thompson oJThompson Air Systems with his prize.
NEWS
David Ross (left) and Fergus Madigan (right). Mitsubishi Electric. pictured
with Damian Parlour, Tempar Ud, and Derek Grant, Ashdale
Engineering. Belfast. Derek is the outgoing Captain oJthe Mitsubishi
Electric Go1fing Society while Damian will assume the roleJor 1991.
Michael Sheehan, Manager. AICDivision oJMitsubishi Electric. receiving
the staffprizefrom colleague Aidan Mc Donnell.
which will be launched to Hiross
customers dUIing February of
1991 giving add on facilities to all
existing equipment and new
equipment being supplied.
Mitsubishi
Electric Dunhill
'VIctory'
The success of the Irish team in
the Dunhill Cup in Scotland in
October provided extra excitement
for the Mitsubishi Electric party
of distributors who. together with
their partners. were themselves
a golfmg trip which took in the
. tournament.
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
Honeywell - C&F Unveil
Additions to Range
lfonfl')'"f'1I
The CM4000 programmable thermostatfrom HoneywelL
simplicity, the VI'200 also has
large clear numbers and a gentle
rachet movement to make the
valve easy to use. Fitting radiator
thermostats can lead to a more
energy-efficient heating system.
Another recently-launched
product is the CM4000
programmable thermostat. This
easy-to-use controller provides
time and temperature control for
heating systems and has been
designed for applications where
the same heating programme is
required from day to day. The
CM4000 complements the
CM5000 that offers 7-day
programming through three
different temperature levels.
Finally, Honeywell have just
launched the T6360, the fIrst in a
line of line-voltage room
thermostats. It is the first room
thermostat to be released by
Honeywell since the early 1980s
and is moulded in a textured
white plastic. The large
adjustment knob with clearly
viSible temperature markings
ensures easy setting for all users,
particularly those with sight or
other physical impairments.
Using the well-proven Honeyw
dual diaphragm sensing for rapid
response to temperature changes,
the thermostat also uses a heat
anticipator to ensure accurate
control. In response to installer
demand, the thermostat features
large terminals for ease of wiJing
and can be used with mini-
trunking and surface wiJing.
Honeywell room thermostats,
together with cylinder
thermostats and zone valves, can
be linked to provide Sundial Plans
suitable for a variety of central
heating applications.
Honeywell provides a full range of
product literature and many sales
aids designed to help the installer.
Copies of these, including details
of the entire range, are available
from C & F Ltd.
features a chrome valve and
sensing dome, together with a
smooth brilliant white body.
Designed to appeal to home
owners who appreciate stylish
The moo radiator thermostatfrom HoneywelL. Details from
C&F.
For instance the VI'200 radiator
thermostat is a welcome addition
to Honeywell's existing range of
control products. Styled by an
international designer, VI'200
Honeywell Ltd was founded in
1936 and is the UK operation of
leading control systems company,
Honeywell Incorporated. In 1960
the Residential Division was
formed as a separate operating
group and has since established
itself as the market leader in the
sales of environmental and
primary safety controls for the
domestic central heating market.
Although the company is based in
Bracknell, Berkshire, Honeywell
supplies products to the Irish
market through C & F Ltd of
Dublin who operate a nationwide
service from their base at Unit 97,
Chape\izod Industrial Estate,
Chape\izod, Dublin 10.
The division is split into two
major business units. The gas
business deals with primary
safety controls for gas boilers and
gas-fIred central heating systems.
Complete gas control systems -
including valves, sensors and
electronics - are sold mainly to
central heating and warm air
boiler manufacturers and
Honeywell also supplies gas
control spares through heating
eqUipment distributors.
The comfort business unit
provides a comprehensive range
of products that offer full-time
and temperature control for all
types of domestic central heating.
They range from simple time
controllers and thermostats to
intelligent energy management
systems that feature self-learning
temperature control programmes
and are available to the installing
trade through heating equipment
distributors. The end markets for
the comfort business are new
housing, local authority and
private housing refurbishment
and the upgrade of existing
property.
Honeywell has recently launched
a number of new products for the
domestic central heating market,
all of which are available through
C & F Ltd.
8 BSNews, November/December 1990 10
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SEASON CONTROL LTD
VENTILATION MEGA STORE
WE
HAVE MOVED
51/52 Cork Street.
Phone: 532688 (7 lines) Fax: 537290
Get it all under one roof! !
~ ENVIROMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS, MANLlFACTURERS OF PVC FLEXIBLE DLlCTlNG.
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ADVANCE SALES LEADS
Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoire based construction information
company, provides advance information on new construction projects
nationwide - all potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the weekly CIS Report
which provides full project details, contact names, addresses and
telephone numbers, design team details and tendering and construction
schedules. The following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a brief
description of the types of projects covered. To obtain information on the
service phone 01-809476/809557.
WICKLOW
The Maxtor Corporation of California, one of
the world's leading suppliers of high-capacity,
high-performance data storage products, is
expected to appoint design consultants shortly
to oversee the modillcations and possible
expansion of their new plant at Boghall Road
in Bray.
The company has taken over the 7,700 sq m
former Nixdorf Computers premises which is
located on a 10-acre site and is expandable to
25.000 sq m. According to Newmarket
Information, project engineers Jacobs
International are likely to be awarded the
project management brief.
DUBLIN
McPak Foods Limited, the manufacturers of a
wide range of Cold Meat products, is planning
to change the use of a unit at 32 Sandyford
Industrial Estate to a food processing facility.
Work on the conversion or alterations will
begin immediately the necessary planning
permission is obtained - which should be in
the new year.
Another Food company, Round Tower Foods of
Coolock is planning to develop a new
warehouse unit measuring 1,302 sq m on the
Baldoyle Industrial Estate. Work on this
development is to begin in January next.
Electrical importers and distributors Cassidy
Electrical Supply Company Limited (CESCO)
has been given the go-ahead from the planning
authorities for the development of a new light
industrial unit at Vicar Street in Dublin 8.
Work on the 350 sq m unit will being in
January and contractors will be selected to
carry out the work before Christmas.
Lotus Development Ireland BV, the computer
software manufactUring company which has
been operating from a facility on the Airways
Industrial Estate in Santry for several years
now, is to carry out some major improvement
works at the plant. The company is currently
seeking the necessary planning permission to
a new goods inward area, a pedestrian link
corridor, a lobby and alterations to a unit
measuring between 3,000 and 4,000 sq m.
There will be opportunities for mechanical and
electrical contractors on the project.
Over £140,000 is to be spent in the
reconstruction of an industrial unit at Dublin
IndUStrial Estate for Kinlock Limited of Cheny
Orchard. The 912 sq m unit was damaged by
fire and in addition to general refurbishments
an extension will be added to the unit.
Booksellers and Newsagents, Eason and Co
are developing a new extension to their
warehouse and offices at Brickfteld Drive in
Crumlin. Builders G& T Crampton of
Ballsbridge started work recently on a second
phase of the expansion programme the frrst
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involving the erection of a new reception area.
The 700 sq m warehouse will be used as a
cash and carry premises and investment in
the new building will run to about £340,000.
The project is to be completed in February '91.
In Coolmine, Blanchardstown, J AMclnemey
Ltd are having a new industrial unit
constructed on the Coolmine Estate, next to
the Henry Ford & Son premises. The 1,800 sq
m unit is being built for Mclnerney by Dublin
builder Michael Kearns Ltd.
On the commercial front, Eurolodge Ltd is
reported as having to pay Dublin Corporation
£725,000 for an acre of land at Exchange
Street/Fishamble Street, Dublin 8. where a
new apart/hotel may be constructed.
Meanwhile. the Jurys Hotel Group and
McInerney Construction is still awaiting a
decision by An Bord Pleanala on whether the
strict archaeological conditions set down by
the now-defunct National Monuments
Advisory Council should be upheld dUring the
development of a new hotel at Christchurch
Place. A£25 million complex is to be
developed in the 1.8 acre site. The Bord is
expected to issue a decision on the matter
before Christmas.
In Tallaght. Jarman Developments, a property
development company which has already
successfully completed building projects on
the Sandyford Industrial Estate has plans to
develop a new "high street" shopping complex
in Tallaght. Co Dublin.
The company purchased over seven acres from
Dublin Country Council and planning
permission for the new scheme. which is to
comprise 20,000 sq m of retail space, should
be sought in the new year. The multi-million
project may include a McDonald's drive-
through fast food restaurant.
Sherborough Securities Ltd plans to build a 7-
storey hotel at Fenian Street. Cumberland
Street in Dublin 2. The development is
currently at the early planning stage.
Also in WIcklow, EGB Management, the
investment group headed in Ireland by Padraig
Beny, has plans to expand the Woodenbridge
Hotel in the Vale of Avoca near Arklow. Atwo-
stroey, 20-bedroom extension is proposed.
Work on the £1 million project could begin in
April or May of next year and will take six of
seven months to complete.
MAYO
Renewable Energy Ireland Ltd of Lucan, Co
Dublin. is planning a new £7 million wind
power development at Bellacorick, Co Mayo.
The company has sought planning permission
of Mayo County Council to develop an
electricity generating wind farm on the site,
consisting of 211 wind turbine generators.
Tenders are to be sought for the fabrication of
the turbines in the new year.
MEATH
Franklin Pharmaceuticals, the manufacturers
of animal health care products, plan to carry
out some major alterations to their plant at
Eamonn Duggan Industrial Estate in Trim, CO
Meath. and to construct a new factory on the
site. The new unit is to measure around 300
sq m. Work on the project is to begin shortly
and will take two months to construct.
CORK
TMF Footwear of CarIignavar, Co Cork are
extending their plant by a further 400 sq m.
Work will begin in three to four months time
and will take approximately three months to
complete. The company currently employs 24
people at the plant which is located at
Whitescross, CarIignavar, Co Cork.
CARLOW
Anew 800 sq m log sawmill is being developed
at Tullow, Co Carlow for Wickwood Ltd.
Milltown Engineering of Bagnalstown are
handling the main construction contract while
electrical works are being carried out by Liam
Bradley of Carlow.
The first phase of the 3-phase expansion will
be completed by Christmas. Phases two and
three will involve the acquisition and
installation of machinery. Overall investment
in the project is expected to be in the region of
£1.5 million.
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NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
AIC for
Smaller Rooms
I
Temptrak
Recorder
SIP has published a new,
comprehensive catalogue covering
their entire range.
and new products in the SIP line
up.
Included are ranges of weldin
rectifiers; Arc; Mig; Tig; spo
welding equipment, air
compressors and plasma cutters,
as well as inverter MMA, tig and
plasma power sources.
Copies from SIP (Holdings) Ltd,
Gelders Hall Road, Shepshed,
Loughborough, Leicestershire,
LE12 9NH. Tel: (0509) 503141.
Anew self-contained temperature
data recorder has been launched
bylnshLunentation&
Measurement Ltd and is now
available from Manotherm Ltd.
Called Temptrak, it is a
professional temperature data
Welding
Equipment
SIP, manufacturers of welding
equipment and air compressors,
have brought together their f '
range of equipment in one new
catalogue.
This catalogue runs over 60 pages
and details in full-colour existing
To avoid any tampering,
minimum and maximum fan
speeds can be preset behind the
front cover. The controller, which
can be surface or recess mounted,
can select upward or downward
air movement from the fan. The
unit is covered by a two year
guarantee.
Details from GEC Distributors
(Ireland) Ltd, 15-19 Hendrick
Street, Dublin 7. Tel: 01-775413;
Fax: 01-775601.
The new AWC controller]ram
Xpelair. Details ]ram GEC
Distributors.
For normal summer cooling the
controller is set in the manual
mode. The fan speed can then be
varied according to the speed
selection dial. This will override
the sensor operation.
The controller should be set in the
automatic mode where it will
automatically vary the speed of
the fans to ·push· the rising
warm air back down to working
level. Arotary dial allows the
selection of a 3 to 10 degrees
centigrade temperature
differential between the high and
low sensor.
The AWC is ideal for saving energy
in large buildings where warm air
rises and is ultimately lost
through the roof. The unit is
supplied with a high level sensor
which is mounted above the fan,
and a low level sensor which is
installed within one metre of the
controller.
Automatic
Controller from
Xpelair
MEH ducted air conditioning systemsJar low-cost, small room
applications. Details ]ram Mitsubishi Electric Ir/.
in each individual room, the users same diameter.
simply press the too warm or too
cool buttons on their own
controllers and each room
temperature alters until the okay
buttons are pressed.
Compared to ducted systems,
MSHX-18DV reduces the cost of
installation by as much as 300Al,
providing a cost-effective solution
to air conditioning problems.
Features include computerised
dehumidification to eliminate
dampness in the rooms without
lowering the temperature.
Ahot start system provides a
warm airflow on start-up and fan
speed is automatically controlled
according to the existing and set
room temperature differentials. As
the required and actual
temperatures get closer together,
the fan speed slows accordingly to
gently lock on to the individually
required room temperatures.
Details from Mitsubishi Electric
Ireland Ltd, Western Industrial
Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-505007/561333; Fax: 01-
507343.
The ductless, split system is
easily installed and simple to
operate and maintain. A Xpelair has launched a new
handheld, wireless controller, automatic controller
complete with leD, indicates manufactured for use with their
mode, fan speed, timer and vane range of Whispair ceiling sweep
control as well as simplified fans. The AWC controller has
adjustment buttons for maximum been specifically designed to
air conditioning comfort. provide automatic or manual
To get the required temperature control of up to 10 fans of the
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MEH ducted air conditioning
systems have been launched by
Mitsubishi Electric Irl to
complement the company's
existing PEH 358/10 series of
7.49 to 28kW designs.
The new units are smaller,
featuring a concealed, ceiling-
mounted heat pump. They make
air conditioning a viable
proposition for smaller, individual
offices, hotel bedrooms and other
small rooms where 2.6 to 5kW
capabilities are more than
adequate.
The MEH range comprises three
models which are low-cost,
compact and quiet in operation
with full electronic control
provided by Mitsubishi's
microprocessor-based K series
controller. Ahot start system is
incorporated into the system to
ensure warm air flows at start-up.
The quiet outdoor unit is compact
and features rotary compressors.
The unit is fully weatherproofed
for a long working life and is full
charged for 5m pipe runs. Service
valves are fitted as standard.
MEH air conditioning systems are
easy to install and simple to
operate and maintain. They are
supplied complete, with
everything necessary for operation
built-in as standard. There are no
hidden extra requirements,
enabling accurate equipment
costings to be made by installers.
Also new from Mitsubishi Electric
Irl is the space-saving and cost-
effective MSHX-18DV heat pump.
By incorporating two indoor units
together with a single outdoor
unit and separate controllers,
systems can be supplied to
economically meet specific air
conditioning requirements in two
separate rooms.
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NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Newfrom Consolidated Pumps is the Interdab Idretta horizontal multi-
stage pumpfor pressurising waterfor domestic use.
The new Temptrak self-contained
temperature and data recorder
om Manotherm
logger which stores up to 32,000
readings in a tough, water-proof
case. Size is 140mm long X58mm
wide X 19mm thick.
Temptrak uses it's own integral
temperature sensor or can
accommodate up to two
additional sensor inputs for either
air or insertion s/steel probes.
Measuring ranges are -40 degrees
c to +70 degrees c. Higher ranges
are also available. Accuracy: 0.3c.
Applications include food, H&V,
environmental, process, bio-
medical and agriculture.
Details from Manotherm Ltd, 4
Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01-522355; Fax: 01-516919.
Idromat from
Interdab
Dublin-based Consolidated
Pumps and Interdab Ltd have
extended their range of products
to include a pressurisation unit
which is ideal where space is at a
premium.
CaIIed the Idromat 30M, the new
unit is based on the KP30/16M
pump. It is suitable for use with
both cold and hot water up to 80
degrees C and is capable of
dealing with flow up to 33 litres
per minute and pressure up to
3.3 bar.
It has a 0.3kW (0.4hp) motor and
is available in both single and 3-
phase. All of the wetted parts are
manufactured from brass or
stainless steel.
The Idromat 30M is a fully
automatic, completely self-
contained unit with pressure
switch, gauge and 2-litre stainless
steel aquabox. No additional
components are required and
maintenance is minimal.
The Idromat was developed by
Interdab as a direct response to
demand for units suitable for
confmed areas and it is primarily
intended for domestic or smaII
WHO'S FIRST IN-LINE WHEN IT COMES To DUCT FANS?
============~ Po"""'. ",h f,. h.. , Iif, ",eola." of
over twenty years.
Roof Units provide the best fan range with the best powered
units in the world and back it up with the best service and delivery
through a nationwide network of distributors and overseas agents.
As you would expect, Roof Units hold registration
of BSS7S0 part 1 quality assurance scheme and are
committed to making :-.~_~~§§§§§§§§§§§
available the very - - - :; --'
best in fan ROOF UNITS GROUP
technology. .. M!MI'II I I .. , .. 11 MOvtM'''' ROUP
Powerline - the UK's largest range of in-lineduct fans and yet another brand
leader from Roof Units Group.
The Powerline range boasts an incredible 70 models which
includes both single and twin fan versions, all C.A.M.E (Certificate
of Air Moving Equipment) Scheme certified to give an absolute
guaranteed aerodynamic performance.
At the heart of every fan is the unique Ziehl-Abegg external
rotor motor. Fully speed controllable to allow exact system
performance to be set and protected against damage by Hot Spot
motor protection. And if that's not enough reason to specify
AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN & BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-303222 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 453329
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NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The main changes to befound in Toshiba's new split heat pump
cassettes are new jan design, re-styled ceiling panel, auto-louvrejacility,
and long-life.filter. Details ]rom GT Phelan.
14 BSNews, November/December 1990
New Range
from Toshiba
Unvented Water
Heaters - R T
Large
There are two types of Ariston
unvented water heaters - the
Ariston Prisma range, capacities
10 to 30 litres, where smaller
amounts of hot water are
reqUired. These can serve several
outlets at the one time; and the
larger Ariston direct and indirect
water heaters, with capacities
from 50 to 450 litres, suitable for
whole house water supplies,
commercial and industrtal
applications.
The Prisma unvented water
heaters are BEAB, WRC
approved. There are five models in
the Prisma range - 10- litre, 15-
litre and 30-litre in undersink and
oversink versions. The 30-litre
Prisma, BBA approved, is
recommended for shower
facilities.
Why choose unvented as against
traditional methods of water
heating systems?
The unvented system eliminates
the need for water storage tanks,
as the heater connects directly
into the mains supply. The
advantages are numerous - no
more frozen roof tanks in winter;
less pipework and more efficiency;
no need for special taps - heater
can be plumbed directly into hot
and cold single or mixer taps
where the pressure from hot and
cold is evenly balanced. Several
Anchorman reduces slippage and
checks ladder rotation. Details
]rom Sajetech.
Limerick. Tel: 061-331688; Fax:
061-330814.
Ladder Safety
Device
Did you know that every 2.5
minutes one person is killed or
injured falling at work; and that
thousands of recorded accidents
associated with ladder falls occur
every year.
Under the Safety Health and
Welfare at Work Act 1989, in
conjunction with Factories Act
1955, Safety in Industry Act 1980
and Construction Regulations
1975, you are legally obliged to
provide a "Safe Place of Work" and
a "Safe System of Work" for
yourself and your employees.
Safetech Ltd, in Limerick, is the
company responsible for the
development of the Anchorman
Ladder Safety System. Retailing in
the region of £159 plus VAT, this
innovative product provides the
perfect solution to ladder safety
problems.
Anchorman levels the ladder in
seconds; reduces slippage; checks
ladder rotation; prevents sinking
and checks movement.
Anchorman also reduces costs by
saving on labour and increasing
efficiency on site.
For further information including
free colour brochure, contact
Safetech Ltd at Enterprise House,
Plassey Technological Park,
These new remote controllers are
now also supplied with all other
RAV-Series indoor units, other
than ducted models.
Other new products from Toshiba
are two designs of floor-standing
units operated either by their in-
built, concealed control panel or
from the 3-Series remote
controller supplied. Available in
either simulated rosewood or all
white finish, these units are also
G-Series compatible.
New ducted models for
installation in shallow ceiling
voids and an inverter-controlled
cassette range will be available in
the new year.
Details from GT Phelan Ltd, 59
Rock Road, Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01-833347/832622; Fax: 01-
993821.
internal motor; models RAV-360
and RAV-460 have direct-driven
twin centrifugal fans.
This combination of new fan
design and restyled ceiling panels
has created extremely quiet
operational sound levels. The
units have a 4-way air flow
system which can be selected to
either 2-way or 3-way discharge.
The oscillating auto-turn louvre
facility, operated from the unit's
remote controller, adjusts the
louvre on both main air discharge
sides to give the required air
patterns. Louvres on the short
side vents are manual only.
All four models are eqUipped with
sufficient refrigerant for up to 20
metres separation. Maximum
separation is 30m for models
RAV-160/26 and 50m maximum
separation for models RAV-
360/460.
Compatible with Toshiba space
saving G-series outdoor
condensing units, which permit
up to 100 metres separation and
up to 50m head for high rise
buildings, the new heat pump
cassettes are expected to be
available shortly, with no price
increase.
The ultra-thin, soft-touch, 3-
Series, leD controllers supplied
with the new units give clear
read-out of all functions and
controls.
Cooling and heating programmes
can be set to operate on/off over
a 24-hour period. Amalfunction
indicator makes fault fmding an
easier task. One 3-series
controller will govern up to 16
units in one group.
.......
....
Toshiba have introduced a whole
new range of room air
conditioners, covering cassette,
ceiling, floor-standing, wall,
window/wall, ducted and mobile
units.
Of the new products, Toshiba's
heat pump cassette range
received four new models - RAV-
160, RAV-260, RAV-360 and RAV-
460. These replace existing
models RAV-453, 713, 1003 and
1253.
Duty sizes remain unchanged at
4.7kW, 7.3kW, 1O.5kWand
13.0kW cooling, and 5.0kW,
7.9kW, 1O.8kWand 13.8kW
heating respectively.
The main changes to be found in
the new units are new fan design,
a re-styled ceiling pane\, auto-
louvre facility, and a long-life
filter.
Models RAV-160 and RAV-260
have a single centrifugal fan with
commercial applications. It is also
suitable in horticulture for mist
propogation purposes.
Other typical pressure boosting
applications are water softeners,
dishwashers, drinks machines,
washing machines, glass
washers, showers, welding
machines and industrtal
machinery.
Details from Consolidated Pumps
Ltd, Knockmeenagh Road,
Clonda1kin, Dublin 22. Tel: 01-
593471; Fax: 01-591093.
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NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
integral coil suitable for indirect
installations with a gas boiler.
Again the advantages are obvious:
• Dramatic improvement in water
pressure; constant water
pressure;
• Strong Showers;
• Safe drinking water at every tap;
• Balanced hot and cold pressure
in mixing taps;
• No storage tanks, thereby
eliminating winter freeze-ups and
permitting more adventurous
design by architects with roofs,
both inside and out.
Ariston unvented heaters offer a
cost-effective alternative to
traditional methods of heating:
shorter pipe runs and design
efficiency make such a system
cheaper and faster to install than
the usual methods.
Further information available
from Ariston agents RT Large &
Son Ltd, Spitalfields. (off Francis
Street), Dublin 8. Tel: 01-541699;
Fax: 01-541760.
hung or free-standing, direct or
indirect water heaters from
Ariston suited to every unvented
water heating application. and all
BBA and WRC approved.
There are 12 models with
capacities from 40 to 450 litres
available, suitable for installation
in new houses, hotels.
apartments etc. The range
includes models fitted with
..
The Prisma water heater by Ariston bathrooms. Ariston unvented water
heaters are in daily use in over 100 countries throughout the world.
Detailsfrom RT Large.
pressure relief valve is supplied
with the heater.
Suitable applications for the
Prisma are - restaurants, pubs,
hairdressing salons, surgeries.
laboratories, shops, factories,
service stations, mobile homes.
en-suite bathrooms.
Moving up the range in unvented
water heaters, we fmd a
comprehensive selection in wall-
outlets can be served by just one
heater, and the temperature is
thermostatically controlled.
Prisma water heaters are neat
and compact, easy to install, and
easy to service, having a
removable front panel for easy
access. Very little pressure loss
occurs when more than one outlet
is used. Running costs are low -
the heater contains a 3kW
element which has a rapid
recovery time. Asacrificial
magnesium anode in the heater
can be replaced at any time
should the need arise, ie limey
water areas.
Ariston unvented water heaters
have been in use in European
Countries for many years and are
JI proven. In fact, Europeans
nd it hard to believe we use
tanks in the attic as part of our
plumbing systems.
Prisma are made to last, having a
strong enamelled tank which is
insulated well. Atemperature and
WATER HEATING FOR THE FUTURE
ARISTONrQi
UNVENTED WATER HEATERS
Prisma
Undersink &Oversink
Multipoint Installation.
Water heaters
for Commercial
& Industrial use.
No Storage Tanks Necessary.
Constant Water Pressure.
Safe Drinking Water at every tap.
Ease of Installation.
Agents & Distributors.
Tel: 01-541699. Fax: 01-541760
THE NEW CONCEPT IN WATER HEATING.
R. T. LARGE & SON LTD.
SPITALFIELDS, DUBLIN 8.
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Ireland's largest shopping
development, the £85
million, 700,000 sq ft
towncentre. known as The
Square, opened last month in
Dublin's western "new Town"
suburb of Tallaght. NeU
Steedman introduces the
design concept and reports
on the services design by
McCarrick Woods.
If you are travelling along the
Tallaght by-pass at dusk you
might think for a moment that
you are in Cairo, for there, on
the edge of suburbia, is a
Pyramid. But whereas the
Egyptian version used to
accommodate only the dead,
that in TalIaght is very much
alive.
Under and around this glass pyramid is The
Square, a three-level shopping development
comprising five major stores, 130 shops. a 12-
screen cinema seating 3,000 people, two radio
stations (2FM and Century) and, on the 28-
acre site, surface car parking for over 2,000
cars.
The early residents ofTalIaght have been a
long time waiting for this development - or
indeed, any community development - but at
last it is there. Long, long, ago, Dublin
Corporation held a developer competition for
the site which was won by London & Clydeside
with a scheme by Costello Murray &
Beaumont.
The scheme failed to proceed and
subsequently the development was bought by
16 BSNews, November / December 1990
PROJECT PROFILE
Monarch Properties, who introduced
Burke-Kennedy Doyle & Partners as architects
for the scheme. Monarch began renegotiating
with the Corporation and eventually bought
out the freehold to the site at the end of 1988.
At about this time, Monarch also sold off 5QOAl
of the project to GRE Properties as joint
developer.
LARGEST IN IRELAND
At 700,000 sq ft, the £85 million project is the
largest shopping development in Ireland (the
ILAC and St Stephen's Green Centres are
around 300,000 sq ft). Green Properties'
proposed development at Blanchardstown is
about the same size but has been delayed due
to planning appeals and the developer's fight
to gain the tax designation already granted to
the TalIaght project.
Aplanning application already lodged with
Dublin Corporation would add a further
80,000 sq ft to The Square, of which 50,000 sq
ft would be allocated to leisure uses, and this
will bring the total cost of the development up
to over £100 million.
Design and Layout - With a 28-acre site at
their disposal, and with good access from
adjoining roads, it was decided to have surface
car parking around a centrally located
building.
A3-storey development was chosen but the
traditional problem of creating "dead" Ooors in
multi-storey shopping centres was avoided by
(a) making all three Ooors "ground Ooors" by
18
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use of site level vaIiations and earth moving
(there is surface level car parking at each level
and Dublin Bus routes actually deliver
passengers to the top level 3), and (b)
providing extensive vertical circulation, with
four escalators, two travelators, two feature
staircases, and two open aspect lifts.
The 28-passenger lifts will take at least four
shopping trollies but main trolley movement
will be by travelator. "A traffic study showed
that travelators are the most economic for
trolley vertical movement and. besides, there is
always blockage to lifts with trollies, no matter
how good the lifts are," Philip Woods
explained.
The vertical circulation is accommodated
within the central atIium with glazed pyramid
above. Around the atIiurn, the major stores,
shop units and service yards are distIibuted
" in-wheel fashion" at ascending levels. This
angement avoids long, boring malls and
oves people quickly into the central atIium.
LARGEST RETAIL PHARMACY
At the lowest Level I, Roches Stores has a
55,000 sq ft store, with an adjoining service
PROJECT PROFILE
yard having access from the north side, the
main public entrance is on the east side, HCR
have Ireland's largest retail pharmacy at 6,000
sq ft (plus two additional standard units on
upper two levels), and Eason's have a 2-storey,
13,000 sq ft unit which extends from Level 1
via their own internal escalators to level 2.
Level 2, with main public entrance from the
south and the one nearest to the site's onginal
ground level, is where the "big boys" are:
Quinnsworth have a 55,000 sq ft "Super Crazy
Prices" store, while Dunnes Stores (not to be
"outdone"!) have their largest store in Ireland -
a massive 110,000 sq ft, 2-storey unit which
extends (via their own internal lifts and
staircases) up to Level 3.
Also on Level 3, with main public entrance
from the west, is the 12-screen cinema
operated by United Cinemas International, a
full-service restaurant overlooking the central
atIium, and a vaIiety of self-service and fast-
food outlets, including McDonalds, Kentucky
Fried Chicken. and Pizza Hut.
Construction consists of a steel frame with
insitu decking used as permanent shuttering;
Castlecomer bnckwork externally with
aluminium framed windows and curtain
walling with solar-tinted glazing; and 15,000
sq ft of hermetically-sealed double-glazing for
the atIium pyramid.
The roof is mainly concrete and provides
staff car parking (wherever space has been
left by plant!), but Trocal roofmg is used over
the cinemas and Dunnes Stores. A
Magnagnd ceiling circurnnambulates the top
of the pyramid.
Malls have Luxalon ceilings and "feature"
units in the atIium have been given special
design treatment and co-ordination. (A
"mezzanine" unit of
Level 2 is supported by a suspended
steelwork structure that goes through three
levels and must have presented the
structural engineers with something of a
design challenge.)
ATRIUM FEATURES INCLUDE
BROADCASTING FACILITIES
Features within the atIium include a "Crow's
Nest" platform from which RTE 2FM
broadcasts live, a "Winter Garden" with stage
for concerts, fashion shows. product launches,
etc., and several water features, from streams,
cascades and pools to a 45-foot waterfall
QUADRANT ENGINEERS L1MITED@_
A comprehensive range of
equipment for the building
services industry.
QUADRANT AT THE SQUARE
Quadrant Engineers Ltd are privileged to have supplied
the following equipment to The Square
To: T Bourke & Co Ltd for the developers
3 Buderus boilers, each 569kW;
3 Riello gas burners, c/w
Kromschroder gas trains
To: IIF Ltd for Dunnes Stores
2 Buderus boilers, each 1000 kW;
To: T Bourke & Co Ltd for Roches Stores
2 Buderus boilers, each 215 kW;
2 Riello gas burners. c/w
Kromschroder gas trains;
To: O'Kane Engineering Ltd
Coster gas-leakage detection
eqUipment
QUADRANT ENGINEERS LTD.,
Chapelizod. Dublin 20. Telephone: 01 - 626 5711. Telex: 95709. Fax: 626 7863.
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One oJ the Masterair unitsJor The Square nearing completion prior to delivery to site.
Air Handling By Masterair Products
Masterair Products Ltd from their new manufacturing facility of 48,000 sq ft have recently
completed the bulk of the air handling eqUipment on the new Tallaght Town Centre, The
Square.
The landlords' areas consisting of the central plaza and the associated malls on four levels are
fully air conditioned by five large Masterair air handling unit models MAC, won in a
competitive bid through consulting engineers McCarrick Woods, and supplied and installed by
mechanical services contractors, T Bourke & Co.
The total supply air quantity of the five air handling units is 170000cu m/h and a gross
weight of plant in excess of 31 tonnes.
Again through competitive bid Masterair manufactured and supplied the mall shop units
fresh air input handling units which supplied mtered outSide air to each shop unit.
Following on their success (with the landlords' services), Masterair's attention then turned to
the major department stores. Through L Lynch and Co, Masterair manufactured and
supplied six air handling units for the QUinnsworth store. The total quantity of air handled
by both supply and exhaust units is 175000cu m/h.
The Roches Stores units were air conditioned by nine MAC06 type air handling units as
manufactured by Masterair, each consisting of mixing section, bag mter section, heating coil
section, chilled water cooling coil section and supply fan section with a total supply air
quantity of 65000cu m/h, again supplied by McCarrick Woods and installed by T Bourke &
Co.
Dunnes Stores through Noel Lawlors' offices in Kilkenny, came on stream very quickly and in
a manufacturing period of only four working weeks Masterair built seven air handling units,
totally packaged complete with all controls: control panels: prepiped 3-port valves mounted
and wired within the air handling units; and a total supply air quantity of 260000cu m/h
with a total weight of equipment supplied on their project of 34 tonnes.
The Dunnes Stores project was installed by mechanical services contractors II F of Cork. No
attenuators were needed to achieve the noise criteria set down due to particular attention
being paid to the efficient selection of fans on all of the above air handling units.
Finally, the 12-screen cinemas came on stream and in a competitive tender to McCarrick
Woods, Masterair successfully bidded the acoustic package for this prOject. This consisted of
60 high -performance, duct-mounted attenuators and 12large(acoustic plenums, each weigh
over a half tonne and were supplied to T Bourke & Co, for installation into their ductwork
system. ','
basically self-evident from the 3-storey
building form," says Philip Woods. "Supplying
vertically would have resulted in far too much
loss of lettable area or mall space, so plant
rooms have been provided at each level - one
on Level 1 and two each on Levels 2 and 3:
Each upper floor is divided more or less on a
north-south basis and plant rooms are located
in the far corners. All central landlord areas
are fully air conditioned and inlet and extract
provision made for all shop units. Practically
all tenants have opted to provide air
conditioning in their own units, in line with
shopping centre trends and customer
expectations. Service ducts are common to the
landlord and tenants.
A 150mm supply and 150mm extract is
available to every unit, and enables air
changes of two for shop areas and 15 for
toilets to be provided. Ducts are scaled down
and put under pressure, so some units may
require a constant volume box.
The building form, its high level of insulation
and the high level of internal activity and
lighting makes heat generation the main
problem, with refrigeration plant running most
of the time. Achiller yard for both the landlord
and Roches Stores is located in Service Yard 2
on Level 1, Quinnsworth's is in Service Yard 4
on Level 3, and Dunnes Stores main chillers -
and up to 90% of small chillers - are located
on the roof.
The landlord's three gas-fired boilers are
situated on Level 1, with two running and one
on stand-by or for use to cope with extreme
loads. Their sequence is controlled by the
Building Management System.
Smoke Control - For smoke control purposes
The Square is treated as two centres - Level 1
as a Single-storey unit and Levels 2 and 3 a
two-storey shopping centre.
On Level 1 in the event of fire, smoke control
curtains will drop down to 2.1 metres above
floor level, effectively dividing Level 1 into two
compartments. All automatic doors open and
the smoke is ducted straight to the roof, there
being three fans, two running and one on
stand-by.
On Levels 2 and 3 a series of smoke curtains,
that are arranged radially from the shop units
to the atrium balcony, will drop down to 2.3
metres above floor level (each level operates
separately). The 28 smoke exhaust fans, which
are hidden behind the Magnagrid ceiling at the
top of the pyramid, force the smoke out to the
roof. Each shop unit and each mall is treated
as a smoke control zone, with smoke
bulkheads designed to contain the smoke
within any zone for a period of time.
This system was devised in conjunction with
Howard Morgan, a fITe consultant with the
Building Research Establishment.
Apart from landlord areas and the cinema, all
Mechanical Services - "The general approach
to the provision of mechanical services was
and moved on to the site in January 1989.
Good weather was enjoyed throughout
construction and the black boulder clay
presented no surprises or problems for the
foundations.
which circulates 54,000 gallons of water per
hour. Large natural stones have been used
around the water features, each being hand-
picked and positioned by design consultant
Carl Akerstrom.
John Sisk & Son Ltd, won the main £35
million contract for the shell at open tender
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l(One of "THE SQUARE" units in final construction)
In addition to manufacturing AIR HANDLING UNITS,
Controls, Control Panels, Attenuators and
Condensing Units
we are pleased to announce our appointment as
AGENTS for the following equipment:
ARMSTRONG: LIVE STEAM HUMIDIFIERS.
AIAX: CHILLERS & CONDENSING UNITS FROM 6 TO 900 kWATTS.
GILBERTS OF BLACKPOOL: GRILLES LOUVRES & VCD's.
LUWA FILTERS: NON-SHEDDING EU3 TO EU14 & FIRE CLASS F1/K1
LARGE QUANTITIES EX STOCK.
HOVAL INDUSTRIAL VENTILATION EQUIPMENT: SINGLE UNITS TO
740m2 & MOUNTING OF
UP TO 13M.
TREND: BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.
TOUR & ANDERSSON: CONTROLS, VALVES AND BALL VALVES.
MASTERAIR: DUCT HEATING BATTERIES, LPHW & ELECTRIC.
BRVANT: CEILING SPLIT CASSETIES.
DEFENSOR: ELECTRIC HUMIDIFIERS.
MASTERAIR: ATTENUATORS WITH FULL ACOUSTIC SOFTWARE PACKAGE.
Iii.=-1.==.1
John F. Kennedy Park, Killeen Road, Dublin 12, Ireland.
Telephone: 01-562891. Fax: 01-562896.
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From Quadrant to The Square
Building Management System - Abuilding
management system (the same as installed in
the St. Stephen's Green Centre) runs and
monitors all the air conditioning, lighting and
eleCtrical consumption of shop units, switches
off lifts and escalators, and is located on Level
3 in the security and management suite.
"The ESB gave us pulse meters and we provide
them with information on the load history
every few months. This is useful information
both for the ESB and ourselves. There are 18
outstations where the system can be plugged
into and controlled from using portable
computers:
An addressable fire protection system, which
gives "user-friendly" locations of any incident,
can also be connected by an outlet port to the
building management system.
The BMS controls the mechanical and
electrical plant maintenance programme. The
optimum running hours of all pumps,
frequency use of switches etc, are keyed in
The landlord's demand is for 12-13,000 kVA at
HT and there is standby supply for about 50%
of the load, which would enable the vertical
circulation systems and malls to keep
operating. Certain shops have the facility to
connect to the standby, such as butchers' cold
rooms. All major stores have their own
generators to their own specifications, subject
to suitable sound attenuation.
The Square is the fIrst shopping centre in
Ireland to have the electrical supply to
perimeter shop units based on plug-in busbar
trunking from an unmetered rising main and a
standard meter box at the rear of each unit in
service corridors.
The ESB originally wanted centralised
metering but the cabling costs were far too
impractical. The ESB then preferred to have
individual meters at the front of shop units,
but Philip Woods agreed with them to adopt
the system with meters at the back. The
busbar is always the lowest service in the
corridor, making it easily visible and checkable
for unauthorised connections, and it was the
last service to go in - in order to ensure that it
was the lowest and kept clear.
Mall units, which are mostly single-phase
although a few are 3-phase, are cabled back to
central metering points.
The developer paid all the metering charges in
order to ensure that everything was installed
at the appropriate time. An amount was paid
based on a guess on the types of meters that
would be required by the future tenants. Philip
Woods remarked: "Our own estimate and that
of the ESB proved to be very close - to each
other and the fmal outcome."
years The Square realises its full expected
electrical demand the ESB will make a 33.3%
rebate.
An example from the extensive
Buderus range by Quadrant.
The developer made a £450,000 contribution
to the ESB towards the infrastructure and
fItting out of the sub-station, but if over five
and a panic and intruder alarm, the latter
being centrally controlled both by land lines
and radio link to the nearby garda station.
Electrical services - The Square has a
loading
of 6 megawatts and is eqUipped with four
double sub-stations, each capable of providing
up to 2 megawatts. There are two 38kV
supplies, a ring main from Belgard Road and,
for reliability, another supply from Whitestown
Road.Other services - Each shop unit is also
provided with a cold water supply, and high
level water storage if required, a soil and waste
pipe, a minimum of two telephones, an
intercom linked to the nearest service yard,
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Quadrant Engineers Ltd were one of the principal suppliers of equipment to The Square, a
large portion of which was provided via T Bourke & Co Ltd direct for the developers, the
remainder going through llF Ltd and O'Kane Engineering.
For the developers, Quadrant supplied T Bourke & Co with three Buderus boilers, each with a
rating of 569 kW and three Riello gas burners, complete with Kromschroder gas trains.
For Roches Stores, again supplied to T Bourke & Co, Quadrant provided two Buderus
boilers, each with a rating of 215 kW and again complemented with two Riello gas burners,
complete with Kromschroder gas trains.
For Dunnes Stores, this time through llF Ltd, there were two Buderus boilers, each with a
rating of 1000 kW.
Finally, through O'Kane Engineering Ltd, Quadrant supplied a whole range of Coster gas-
leakage detection equipment. Coster was widely-specified for use by the developers for
general requirements throughout the entire Square complex.
With a history stretching back nearly two centuries to 1731, the pedigree of Buderus cast-iron
sectional boilers is well established. Quadrant's trading relationship with the company is
equally long-established, going back nearly 40 years.
Indeed, since Quadrant fIrst introduced Buderus cast-iron sectional boilers to Ireland in the
early 1950s, the brand has always enjoyed a leading position in the marketplace.
Buderus has pioneered many "fIrsts" in respect of new technology with Ireland gaining the full
benefIts of these developments simultaneously with the
rest of the world.
The full extent of the current Buderus range comprises
cast-iron boilers for oil, gas and solid fuel fIring; steel
boilers for oil, gas and solid fuel fIring; boiler burner
units; "Economic" electronic controls; storage water
heat pumps; storage water tanks; cast-iron radiators;
steel panel radiators; and hot air appliances.
Riello also has a well-established pedigree, once again
new products - the result of regular major investment
in research and design - helping to win Quadrant a
very signillcant share of the Irish burner market.
Complementing its R&D investment is a similar spend
on new manufactUring processes and techniques and
the use of better quality materials.
As for Kromschroder, it was established in 1857 and
today produces all types of safety and control
eqUipment for the gas distribution and heat generation
industries.
Coster, by comparison is a relatively new company,
having been set up in 1967. Technical innovation,
proven reliability and a reputation for excellent service are its key strengths.
areas are sprinklered. The major store units
have valve connection only and supply their
own sprinkler system. Smaller units have
sprinklers installed at high level by the
landlord with connections for lower levers and,
if the tenant installs a suspended ceiling, he
may engage his own contractor, subject to
approval from McCarrick Woods, or use the
main installer.
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TDSHIBA
AIR CONDITIONING
TWIN MULTI SPLIT
; .
or
RAV-713KHEB x 2
TWIN
RAV-453OtE x 2
or
RAV-713OtEB x 2
'.
RAV-l003FHEB
or
RAV-1253FHEB
BENEFITS
• Two indoor units powered by one outdoor unit.
• Seperation up to 100 metres.
• Piping head up to 50 metres.
• Requires 54% less roof space than conventioal units.
• Compatible with all Sereis 3 indoor units.
• Multi·fuctional controller
RAV-713LHEB 12
or
TWIN
RAV-160UHE 12
or
RAV-260UHEB 12
G-TYPE OutdOlM' Units
RAV-Gl003HEB
fIIllr... RAV-G1253HEB
le ~---------=::::
RA"I-l0030tEB
or
RAV-1253OtEB
RAV-360UHEB
or
RAV-460UHEB
RAV-Gl003HEB • RAV-G1253HEB
-8
~.
I" IJ ~~
8 er
3
Si
if
G.l; Phelan Ltd.
59 Rock Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Tel: 01-832622/833347. Fax: 01-883821.
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NEVVS
Ben Cheevers of the Light Store presented a
most interesting paper on this topic at the first
lighting evening of the CIBSE programme this
year. He considered the SUitability of
uplighting for commercial premises under
several headings:
(i) Most suited interiors;
(ii) Comparison costs with conventional
lighting;
(ill) Energy saving considerations;
(iv) Operating characteristics.
Interiors - He explained that ceiling height
should not exceed four metres for free-
standing uplighters but that the pendant
variety should be employed at greater heights.
Ceilings must have a high reflectance and
should preferably be flat. Uplighters are ideal
for the refurbishment of older commercial
buildings where aesthetic requirements can be
successfully married to functional criteria.
Costs - Mr Cheevers made a comparison
between metal halide uplighting and
conventional fluorescent systems. He showed
the fluorescent equipment to be far less
expensive but the uplighter approach proved
more energy efficient at half the running costs.
Installation costs were lower with uplight
Operation - The speaker outlined the various
discharge light sources which could be utilised
and explained the advantages and
disadvantages of each source. He emphasised
the common problem with all discharge lamps
in that they can take up to six minutes to re-
strike following loss of supply or switching.
He concluded that in the proper location
uplighting was an ideal answer.
Combined Heat and
Power
CHP is a topic which always creates interest
and discussion. 1\\'0 aspects of the subject
were developed at a recent meeting at Clyde
Road, one by Bord Gais and the other by ESB.
Rory O'Grady developed the Bord Gais
approach and quoted case studies. He
£
2,600,00
3,400,00
650,000
400,000
320,000
90,000
£7,460,000
fibre optics in the pyramid's Magnagrid which
create a blue light with random bright star
lights.
Services Costs
Mechanical
Electrical
Escalators
Sprinklers
Lifts
Water features
Total
Mech/Elec Consultants
McCarrick Woods
Mechanical: Brian McCarrick
Electrical: Philip Woods
Project Engineer: Martin McSherry
Site Engineer: John Gannon
Lighting Consultant: Sally Storey, Lighting
Design Ltd
Acoustics Consultants: Sound Research
Laboratories.
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Toshiba Twin Multi-Split Opportunist
That Toshiba did especially well- supplying and installing 14 cassette units in all- at The
Square is hardly surprising given that the introduction of its twin multi-split system coincided
perfectly with the project coming on stream.
There are many benefits associated with the unique features of Toshiba twin multi-split units,
not least being the fact that it has the capacity to power two indoor units from one outdoor
unit with up to 100 metre separation.
Toshiba has always been to the forefront with the introduction of innovative air conditioning
technology, the new twin multi-split system being the 4th generation development of what
were then unique ceiling cassette units when they were unveiled as little as five years ago.
But such is the pace of Toshiba advancements in air conditioning technology.
The new twin multi-split system can power two indoor units from just the one outdoor unit
with increased separation up to 100 metres equivalent and piping head up to 50 metres.
This makes it ideal for multiple indoor unit installation in large shops, offices and in fact any
building right up to 13 storeys in height.
Additionally, the compact outdoor unit requires less venWation space so it needs 54% less
roof space than conventional units. Moreover, when arranged in banks of up to 10 units, it
has the ability to power up to 20 indoor units. It also means a much tidier and less obtrusive
roof proflle. (omentionol
The new system is compatible with all type
Series 3 indoor units with a range to
suit every application through
cassette, ceiling, floor and wall
mounted.
Control is provided by Toshiba's multi- Intollation space: 13.7m'
function controller which means that 54% redu<tion
you can control up to 16 units from
just the one single controller.
With so many features offering ~
benefits uniquely suited to The
Square, GT Phelan, distributors of
Toshiba, were unable to cope with the 3500 ~
large number of enquiries for the new I"'tollotion space: 6.3m'
multi-split system it received from The new Toshiba multi split system requires 54%
prospective clients at the complex. less roofspace than the conventional type.
However, those to whom systems were supplied included Lifestyle, HCR, Clarke's, FUji,
Goldsmiths, Angelique and the EBS.
and at the end of each month the BMS gives a
print-out of the items that should be given
maintenance during the following month.
Lighting - Some 5,000 triphosphur fluorescent
tubes have been installed, along with low
voltage metal halides - using stark whites in
the ceiling coffers and warmer whites in the
malls. Pilaster lights have been used for effect,
either to create a pool of light for a feature or
to highlight a shopsign. Over 4,000 light
fittings have been installed in the mall areas
alone.
The stage on Level 2 is lit from a semi-
professional rig, with a dimmer control station
to the rear of the stage by an information
desk. There is backdrop lighting on to the
waterfall feature and a variety of stage lighting
serves fashion shows, amateur stage
productions etc.
Aparticular lighting feature is the inclusion of
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Michael Buckley with Dean Victor Grilfin and Derek Gillingham.
fascinating profession and
explained that they were entering
the business at a time of great
change and technological
development. He specifically
mentioned the new technologies
in Computing and Information
Technology and foresaw a need to
maintain particular interest in
this area as it is the way forward.
He wished all the students every
success in their chosen
profession and thanked Michael
Buckley for the continued
sponsorship of the awards by
Walkers.
Lany Kane with Rory O'Crady, Bard Cais; Uam O'Donnell, ESB; John
Purcell and Joe Hogan.
Student Walker
Awards
Derek Gillingham, President
CIBSE, paid the traditional visit
to the College of Technology,
Bolton Street dUring his recent
visit to Dublin and presented the
annual Walker Awards. He
congratulated the winners who
had gained first place in the
Degree, Diploma and Certificate
Courses in Building Services
Engineering.
He spoke of the interesting
opportunities ahead of them in a
In addition to encouraging CHP
generated electricity for the plants
own use, the ESB is now anxious
to enter into contracts to
purchase from them any surplus
electricity which they would be
prepared to produce from CHP.
Ageneral outline of the structure
of electricity tariffs was given and
the elements of the tariffs
applying to CHP producers was
highlighted.
Right: CIBSE Dinner' Burlington
Engineering table.
Annual Dinner
Lansdowne Road was the venue
for the Annual Dinner, always the
principal social event of the
CIBSE calendar. The return to the
Rugby Headquarters proved a
great success. AcapaCity
attendance of 320 from all sectors
of the Building Service Industry -
participated in a most enjoyable
evening.
Guest of honour was the
articulate and most entertaining
Dean Victor Griffm of St Patricks
Cathedral whose after dirmer
speech regaled his listeners with
amusing tales of Dean Swift, his
illustrious predecessor.
President Derek Gillingham was
in attendance.
CIBSE Dinner - BSS table.
outlined the basic operation of a
CHP system, how the plant
operated using gas turbines and
discussed how optimum usage
could be ensured.
He examined two projects - Phizer
and IIG - both major installations
in Cork. Phizer has a generator
capacity of 5.4mw and a plant
efficiency of 95% while IIG
provides 3.4mw at 92% plant
efficiency.
In his paper Mr O'Donnell of the
ESB explained the very
supportive approach now being
adopted by ESB toward CHP. He
explained the changes which have
taken place in the electricity
market in recent years and the
improved competitive position of
ESB eg electricity prices for
industry have been reduced on
four occasions since 1985 and
prices are now well below the
..itropean average.
• P is seen as having a special
role in reducing primary energy
requirements as well as in
contributing to a reduction in
environmental discharges. CHP
installations would be located in
individual industrial and
commercial premises to supply
the main heat and power
requirements of these enterprises.
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Commiserations to Michael
Sheehan oj Mitsubishi Electric Air
Conditioning Division. Michael is
pictured left at the Dunhill Cup
with Damien Parlour ojTempar.
Unjortunately, a couple ojdays
watching the world's elite golfers
- and Ireland's jamous win in the
competition -jailed to inspire
Mike to new heights ojgolfing
prowess dUring a recent outing in
Oughterrard. He blamed his poor
performance on the new set oj
woods he's acqUired. As a non-
golfer I'm not too aujait with
these things but I hope that's not
the driver you're holding in the
picture Mike!
While out horseriding his horse
stumbled at a fence and he was
thrown to the ground. He had quite
a nasty fall, his head taking a sever
knock.
Eamonn had a valve replacement
done some months back but he is
now on the road to a full recovery.
Michael Smyles of Quadrant is also
recovering well from his recent
accident.
He expects to be back at his desk
with a vengeance in January, much
to the relief of fellow-directors Larry
O'Neill and Jim Casey who have
had to soldier on without his
invaluable contribution.
Hope you're feeling 100% soon
Michael.
• ••••••
My apologies to Charles McMahon
of Brooks Thomas.
Now for some good wishes.
It's great to hear that Eamonn
Walsh of Heatmerchants is well
again.
An extract from the BSRlA report on
the domestic heating industry in
Ireland which we published in the
September issue of BSNews was
inaccurate in that it failed to
mention the the Baxi agency for
Ireland is a shared arrangement
Brooks Thomas and another
company.
Thankfully, his riding helmet
prevented any permanent or serious
damage though he was badly
shaken.
Participation is £160 per delegate
but readers of BSNews are entitled
to a 10% discount. Details from
Mary Crinion at 01 - 844342.
• •••••
Congratulations to John Duignan
and Michael MeUigan. The
reception and presentation on Glow-
worm was exceptional, not least for
getting such large numbers to attend
on a very cold evening (I counted 170
at an early stage in the proceedings),
but also for stage-managing the
event so efficiently.
In addition to being punchy and
informative, it was entertaining and
enjoyable.
••••••
Congrats also to Paddy Horgan and
Co at H A O'Neil.
•••••••
They did Ireland proud in the
recently-held Toshiba Installer of the
Year Competition which was open to
all firms throughout the British
Isles.
sessions in Jury's Hotel on 22 March
1991 which is called "Making Joint
Ventures Work".
The project they submitted was for
the comfort conditioning of a 1960s-
style building in Dublin's Merrion
Row.
The German-Irish Chamber of
Commerce is providing two top
speakers from Germany while
Heinrich Zimmermann, Executive
Director of the Chamber in Dublin,
will provide an overview of sectoral
opportunities for Irish industry.
But enough of me trying to explain
the complexities of such joint
venture opportunities. Far better for
those interested to attend the
CMMjIDA Conference and workshop
Hence the opportunity for Irish firms
to enter into joint ventures with
companies from such countries to
help them remain competitive
players in the EC scenario. They
have the finance, we have the
educated workforce and
infrastructure.
Consequently, it's 1993 I'm really
trying to get people to think of.
Exceptional opportunities have
already arisen which the building
services sector - especially
manufacturing and professional
service companies - are foolhardy to
ignore.
Export opportunities in joint
ventures - Yes, I'm on the 1992
bandwagon again folks and, as
always, I'm focussing on the
opportunities the new trading
situation will bring rather than on
the so-called problems.
In addition to the hitherto
unanticipated developments in
Eastern Europe, it's important also
to focus on Scandinavian, EFTA and
non-EC countries. After 1992 they
will find it increasingly-difficult to
maintain their market share in the
EC.
The newly-emerged Greater
Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
etc all offer vast scope for those bold
enough to pursue business in those
countries. And that of course is on
top of opportunities presented by
sister EC countries.
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" KINGSPAN COMPIINY
The I{ingspan Veha Radiator
Produced to the highest standards in one
of Europe's most modern plants.
So what's
new?
The electroforetic paint
finish, plus the latest
technology in convector
fin-heat output!
Combining this with Veha's
reputation for service,
value, design and the
widest range of radiators
available - that's why
Kingspan Veha is
recognised as the Irish
manufacturer of quality
radiators in the home, the
office and industry.
Kil,4spal'
Vcl,a LIMITED
The Murrough,
Wicklow, Ireland
Tel: (0404) 67278
Tlx: 80351
Fax: (0404) 67731
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palaces or single-family
dwellings, Grundfos can
supply you With pumps
that are quiet, mainte-
nance-free and misers
when it comes to energy
consumption. And their greatness shows when
they're under pressure.
Grundfos circulator pumps
are made for those who look
beyond the immediacy of
specifications.
With wear-lubricated ce-
ramic bearings and stainless
steel for all components ex-
posed to liquid, our pumps
are made to stand up to pres-
sure long after the newness Founded in 1945 in Denmark, Crundfos today has produc-
has worn off. tion, sales and service facilities worldwide. The company
manufactures a wide lUnge ofpumps for heating systems,
Fortunately, our efforts haven't gone unnoticed. industrial applications, irrigation plants, and urban and
Pump buyers purchase more than three million rUlUl water supply.
circulators a year from us. The attendant economies ,f;:~~e enable us to hold prices down to competitive G RUN DPOSol;t I
Whether you build high rises, hospitals, sports You can't name a better pump
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954 926. Telex: 90544.
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